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**Abstract**

Secondary economic damages have not generally been considered compensable in damage litigation. The reluctance to award secondary damages falls in part on the economics profession, since economists have found it difficult to measure these damages, and even to agree on their meaning. This paper addresses both the meaning and measurement of secondary damages in the context of a recent U.S. Supreme Court case where one state successfully sought secondary damages resulting from failure to deliver water under an interstate water compact. This paper describes the case and considers whether this decision should be treated as a precedent for other damage cases.

**Introduction**

Economists and the legal world have long recognized that shifts in resource allocation and use can cause measurable direct damages to affected individuals, organizations, or government entities. Measuring such direct damages as the basis for compensation or restitution is a relatively straightforward process following standard “with vs. without” estimation procedures. Direct damage is calculated as the reduction in net economic returns, or profit, accruing to a specific industry or sector of the economy resulting from a reduction in resources allocated to that industry or sector.

If we assume that irrigation water supplies are scarce within a region, net returns to irrigated agriculture within the region will decrease when the water supply level is reduced, because irrigated production will be less with the smaller water supply. Such a situation will arise when an upstream region fails to release a contractually agreed upon volume of water to a downstream region for agricultural use. In this situation, the...
direct economic damage to irrigated agriculture within the downstream region is measured as the lost profits the additional water would have generated in agricultural production if the agreed upon volume of water had been released by the upstream region. When one or more economic sectors in a region are directly affected by an economic event, it is common for other sectors in the region to experience indirect spin-off effects through the web of purchase and sales transactions in the local economy. In this example, the spin-off or secondary, regional impact that will ripple through the local economy is a function of the direct economic damage level. With a decrease in water supplies, irrigated agriculture purchases fewer inputs (including labor) within the region, which decreases industry profits in other industries, as well as household income. Economists and policymakers recognize these secondary (or indirect) economic impacts, and estimates of these are commonly used to influence public policy and affect spending on public projects. However, contrary to the routine use of direct economic effects as measures of economic damage, secondary economic impacts have rarely been recognized in court cases seeking recovery of damages.

While economists widely accept the concept of secondary economic impacts, they are difficult to measure with accuracy. Moreover, policymakers and politicians have frequently misused secondary economic impact measures by leaving the impression that their total magnitude is an accurate estimate of secondary damages and a theoretically valid estimate of secondary regional damages. This difficulty and confusion has led some


2. The correct secondary damage measure for an economic policy or event that causes a reduction in regional welfare is a function of the direct damage estimate after the direct damages have been adjusted downward to account for the fraction of idled capital and labor that is eventually re-employed within the region over time, often at a lower economic return. Not all idled factors of production in the directly damaged industry are permanently idled. Accordingly, the returns these re-employed factors generate in other industries within the region offset some of anticipated secondary economic losses. The difference between the return the idled factors of production (primarily labor and capital) generated in their prior use, less the return the re-employed factors earn within the region, is the appropriate value to use in the secondary damage calculation. The sum of the lost factor return for those factors that are permanently idled (no longer used within the region) plus the decrease in the economic return accruing to those factors that find re-employment within the region is the theoretically appropriate measure to use to estimate secondary damages. It is these permanent net economic losses and how they ripple through the regional economy that ultimately determine regional secondary damages through changes in aggregate regional purchasing patterns.
critics of secondary damages to dismiss them entirely (thus incorrectly measure secondary damages at zero), while enthusiasts equate secondary impacts with secondary damages and thus overstate damages. Either way, decisions are made with incorrect information. The authors of this paper believe that, with careful estimation and adjustment, secondary economic impacts in a state or regional economy can be accurately evaluated and properly translated into a measure of regional welfare damage that can be used as a component of comprehensive economic damage quantification.

The U.S. Supreme Court awarded secondary damages to Kansas based on Colorado's historic failure to deliver the amounts of water due to Kansas under the Arkansas River Compact. This paper describes the case, and considers whether this decision can become a precedent for other damage litigation. The following discussion will focus on secondary economic impacts as measures of "damage" to the Kansas state economy resulting from Compact violations by Colorado. However, the concepts and processes followed could also be focused on the "benefits" accrued by Colorado through the period of Compact violations.

This paper has two major purposes. First, it describes an important court case in which secondary impacts were accepted as a way to measure secondary damage to a plaintiff. Second, it provides guidance for an appropriate methodology to measure such secondary damages. While this paper concludes that there is only a narrow range of cases for which

---


4. Kansas argued that Colorado's benefits from overusing the water of the Arkansas River could be used as a measure of the damages to be paid to Kansas as a result of Colorado's violation of the interstate compact. The Special Master ruled that the damages paid to Kansas should be based on losses to Kansas, not benefits to Colorado. Third Report, supra note 3, at 119 (Kansas filed no exception).
secondary damages might be relevant, that narrow range could include at least other interstate water compact cases and perhaps other cases as well.

I. THE CONCEPTS OF SECONDARY IMPACTS AND SECONDARY DAMAGES

Direct economic damages are the consequences to the directly affected individuals, businesses, and other entities from some action or event. The measure of these direct economic damages is the net income lost because of the action or event. The estimation of direct damages is a relatively straightforward application of economic and accounting principles.

Secondary economic impacts result as the direct economic effects ripple through the rest of the regional economy. These secondary impacts occur when the directly affected sector(s) would ordinarily buy inputs from other regional businesses (backward linkages) or produce outputs that serve as raw materials for other regional industries (forward linkages). A new irrigation project will cause agriculture to buy more from backward-linked fertilizer, machinery, and insurance sectors, and may allow expansion of forward-linked livestock and food-processing sectors. Damages to an existing irrigation sector would have opposite effects—business losses in both forward- and backward-linked sectors. The measure of these secondary impacts is often conceptualized as lost "value added": the lost wages, rents, and profits that would have accrued to the labor, land, and capital elsewhere in the regional economy, if not for the primary shock.

Available estimation tools, including most notably, input-output (I-O) models, allow estimation of the backward-linked secondary impacts of a project or event on regional economic activity and on regional value added. While forward-linked impacts are theoretically real and measurable, damage estimation for Kansas v. Colorado, as in most other studies, focused only on the assessment of backward-linked economic effects. Forward-linked impacts are usually ignored in impact analysis because they are

5. Cf. 22 AM. JUR. 2D Damages § 38 (2003) (defining "general damages" as the "direct, natural, logical, and necessary consequences of the injury").

6. See Joel R. Hamilton et al., Economic Impacts, Value Added, and Benefits in Regional Project Analysis, 73 AM. J. AGRIC. ECON. 334, 334–44 (1991) [hereinafter Hamilton I]; see also Joel R. Hamilton et al., Interregional Spillovers in Regional Impact Assessment: New Mexico, Texas, and the Supreme Court, 25 GROWTH & CHANGE 75, 75–89 (1994) [hereinafter Hamilton II].

much more speculative and difficult to model and quantify. With the tools now available, estimation of the backward-linked secondary economic impacts to an affected economic region is relatively straightforward.

It is more difficult, but very important, to distinguish between the initial secondary economic impact of an induced economic change and the actual change in economic welfare, the net secondary effect. Two respected commentaries have noted that secondary impacts expressed as a function of the change in value added are not valid measures of direct damages or benefits, primarily because a portion of the direct value-added economic impacts are, in part, transitory. Mobile capital and labor (significant value added components) will be re-employed over time in next-best alternatives. It is only the long-term net economic welfare effect that is an appropriate measure of the damage or benefit from an economic event. While the precipitating event may indeed directly affect many sectors, rippling along the web of purchase and sales transactions to impact other businesses in the regional economy, these secondary impacts are not permanent, to the extent that the regional economy adjusts over time. In time, displaced labor will find alternative employment inside or outside the region. Similarly, capital will either move to other uses, or be depreciated. Even land, although immobile, nearly always has some alternative uses.

Economists call the value of a resource in its next-best alternative use its "opportunity cost." Theoretically, the opportunity cost could range from near zero to 100 percent of the total secondary economic effect. It will depend upon the local economic conditions, which resources are affected and their mobility, and the permanent or temporary nature of the economic change being considered. In simple terms, the way to compute secondary damages, or the net effect, is to subtract opportunity costs from the total secondary impacts after the displaced resources have been reemployed.


11. See Hamilton I, supra note 6, at 334-44.
However the process of measurement of the net economic effects can be fraught with difficulty and controversy.

II. DAMAGES IN KANSAS V. COLORADO

Kansas and Colorado have contested the interstate allocation of Arkansas River water for more than a century. The Arkansas River rises in central Colorado and flows through Kansas, Oklahoma, and Arkansas. Irrigation started in southeastern Colorado and southwestern Kansas in the 1800s, diverting water from the Arkansas River and more recently from linked aquifers. Litigation filed by Kansas in 1901 alleged that Colorado was using unfair amounts of water. More litigation ensued. Eventually, the Arkansas River Compact was negotiated and approved by the States of Colorado and Kansas in 1948 and by Congress in 1949. The adoption of the Compact was only a prelude to more litigation over compact non-compliance. In the current case (filed by Kansas in 1985), the U.S. Supreme Court confirmed the finding of the Special Master that “[post-Compact] pumping in Colorado ha[d] caused material depletions of the usable Stateline flows of the Arkansas River, in violation of the Arkansas River Compact.” The Court remanded the case to the Special Master to determine the amount of the Compact violation in acre-feet and the remedy for that violation.

A. Direct Damages

Secondary, or indirect, economic effects are always caused by the direct effects stimulated by the phenomenon being considered. On remand, Kansas’s experts presented direct economic damage estimates based on

13. See Kansas v. Colorado, 185 U.S. 125 (1902); 206 U.S. 46 (1907).
16. As Justice Frankfurter pointed out, “[A] compact is after all a legal document. Though the circumstances of its drafting are likely to assure great care and deliberation, all avoidance of disputes as to scope and meaning is not within human gift.” West Virginia ex rel. Dyer v. Sims, 341 U.S. 23, 28 (1951).
18. Id.
three separate categories of income losses resulting from depletions of usable stateline flows. These were:

1. **Groundwater Pumping to Replace Depleted Surface Water Deliveries**

   Many Kansas farmers in the Arkansas River canal service areas had developed wells to supplement surface water supplies from the river. Some of the initial wells were shallow, pumping from the alluvial aquifer recharged directly by seepage from the river. But the shallow aquifer was soon dewatered, so that essentially all the pumping of groundwater was through deeper wells developed to pump from the Ogallala aquifer. An underlying assumption of the analysis was that farmers who had wells with access to groundwater for irrigation could and would utilize those wells to supplement surface water supplies when necessary. It was also assumed, for farms with wells, that groundwater pumping fully satisfied all crop demands not met by surface water. Hence, any depletion of these farmers' available surface water supplies below their full crop water requirements was assumed to have resulted in additional groundwater pumping. The states stipulated that, as a result of the 420,071 acre-feet of shortfall at the stateline during the period 1950–94, 154,526 acre-feet of water was pumped to make up losses on farms with wells and that the deliveries to farms without wells fell short by 72,036 acre-feet.

   Well-pumping costs were composed of capital investment expenses as well as the variable costs of well operation. The general procedure for allocating the investment costs of wells, pumps, and motors was to establish their capital investment cost and the appropriate depreciable life of each item. Annual interest and capital depreciation costs were allocated to a per-unit value based on the average annual hours of use. The fixed costs of ownership were then combined with the variable cost components of well operation. The variable cost items consisted of repairs, fuel (electricity or natural gas), lubricants, maintenance, and labor. Federal income taxes that would have been paid on the lost income were estimated and deducted from the direct damages.

---


21. See id. at 17–36.
2. Increased Regional Pumping Costs Due to Aquifer Drawdown

A result of the depletions in the Arkansas River due to Colorado violations of the Arkansas River Compact was to place a heavier burden on the groundwater supplies in Kansas because of the increased pumping described above. The surface water depletions also diminished the aquifer recharge from surface water flows, including from the Arkansas River itself, canal losses, reservoir seepage, and on-farm losses.\textsuperscript{22} The regional loss of groundwater totaled 324,866 acre-feet. These effects on the aquifer resulted in a permanent additional reduction in the static water level for the major water supply that drives the local economy in southwestern Kansas. All affected users of the aquifer have been required to pump water from greater depths since 1950 due to the unwarranted use of water in Colorado. This increased pumping depth has resulted in higher costs of water acquisition, a direct income effect on Kansas water users. This drawdown effect is essentially permanent and the increased costs of pumping will continue indefinitely.

It was determined that the increased pumping depth imposed on all water users in the impacted region affected the variable costs of pumping, mainly energy and maintenance, but did not affect the fixed costs of well ownership. These were the direct costs that drove the secondary economic impacts resulting from the aquifer drawdown. Historic drawdown effects were considered by the court for the period 1950–94, and future drawdown effects were considered for the next 50 years.\textsuperscript{23}

3. Crop Production Losses

Surface water depletions affected two types of surface water users in the ditch service areas. The first was that group of farmers who had wells that could be used to replace the surface water depletions, and whose costs were described above in the first category of direct effects. It was stipulated that those farmers were able to replace all on-farm water depletions at the average total cost of pumping and therefore did not incur a crop production loss. The second type was that group of farmers who did not have wells to replace the diminished surface water deliveries. Their water supplies were much less certain, so they chose crops that could be grown with variable water supplies or “crops that could wait for water.” Their entire irrigable acreage was cropped each year with a combination of alfalfa, wheat, and

\textsuperscript{22} Id. at 9.
\textsuperscript{23} Id. at 37–38.
sorghum, each capable of providing some usable yield regardless of the surface water supply. It was determined that there was always sufficient water to establish the crops and to provide some yield but never sufficient water to provide a maximum attainable yield. Hence, the marginal increments of water depletion (measured in terms of crop consumptive use) always affected crop yield in a linear fashion between the extremes of crop establishment and maximum yield. Annual changes in crop yield and value, minus the marginal costs of irrigation and harvest, became the measure of direct damage to these farmers. In addition, there were direct effects on farm-program payments over time caused by the diminished crop yields.

Kansas’s direct damages were estimated as the sum of the income losses associated with crop production losses and the increased groundwater pumping costs. Kansas used standard economic and accounting procedures to estimate the present value (with interest) of direct damages. Kansas’s estimate of the direct damages, including interest, as presented at trial, was about $60 million in 1998 dollars. The direct damage estimate was subsequently adjusted to derive the secondary economic damage estimate.

B. Secondary Damages

To estimate the secondary economic damages to the rest of the Kansas regional economy, Kansas used I-O methodology, as implemented in the IMPLAN (impact analysis for planning) database and software package. This allowed construction of a model of the Kansas regional economy, which was used to trace the $60 million in direct damages through the web of regional purchases and sales to estimate the backward-linked secondary impacts to the Kansas economy. These included the effects of reduced spending for production inputs and consumption items because farmers and laborers had less income and profits to spend. This approach also recognized that Kansas farmers increased spending on wells, pumps, and the power to run them. While caused by water shortage and

24. Id. at 47–48.
25. Ultimately the award of prejudgment interest to Kansas was reduced by the Supreme Court from the amount presented by Kansas at trial, based on the Court’s balancing of the equities and its view that some, but not all, prejudgment interest should be allowed. See Kansas v. Colorado, 533 U.S. 1, 9–16 (2001). The final amount paid to Kansas by Colorado was about $35 million. This included stipulated compensation for 1995–96 violations and prejudgment interest, including adjustments for inflation, pursuant to the determinations of the Court. The payment also included secondary damages determined as described below.
groundwater decline, the additional well costs actually stimulated the local economy, and partially offset some of the negative secondary impacts. Kansas's experts estimated that the 1998 present value of these net secondary impacts totaled $18.5 million.

Kansas recognized that the $18.5 million estimate of backward-linked secondary impacts would be an overestimate of secondary damages because much of the lost wages, rents, and profits were from labor, capital, and land that were most likely reemployed elsewhere in the economy following their displacement.

Kansas adopted a procedure proposed earlier by Howe, and used by Howe as an expert witness in a similar interstate water compact enforcement case, Texas v. New Mexico, on the Pecos River. In that case, Howe stated his opinion that 80 percent of the secondary impacts would be offset by the opportunity costs of the displaced resources reemployed in their next-best alternative. This would leave 20 percent of the impacts as net damages. Howe based the 80-percent opportunity cost figure on his own earlier work, which in turn cited the work of Robert H. Haveman and John V. Krutilla. Using the 80-percent opportunity cost figure, Kansas experts reduced their [$18.5 million] estimate of secondary impacts down to a $3.7 million secondary damages claim.

Colorado moved to exclude all evidence by the Kansas experts on the secondary damages issue, claiming that the testimony and exhibits of Kansas experts did not meet the tests for expert testimony (the "junk science rules") set forth in Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals, Inc. and Kumho Tire Co., Ltd. v. Carmichael. Daubert and Kumho had set standards for the admissibility of scientific and technical expert testimony based on a flexible list of reliability factors. Specifically, Colorado argued that Kansas's use

27. Howe, supra note 9.
of IMPLAN was not "sufficiently reliable to calculate secondary economic impacts going backwards for a period of 45 years, and forward for 50 years."34 Colorado also asserted that Kansas’s use of an 80-percent figure for opportunity cost had insufficient empirical foundation.

Colorado’s objection to the secondary damage evidence was overruled by the Special Master.35 Testimony by Kansas’s experts noted that Professor Wassily Leontief developed I-O methodology in the 1930s and 1940s, a contribution for which he later was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economics (1973). Hence there was no question of the professional acceptance of the basic theoretical framework. The development of computing power in recent decades has made I-O methodology accessible and reliable enough to allow its widespread use. The IMPLAN database and software package is a state-of-the-art package for conducting I-O analysis, and Kansas’s experts documented a wide range of cases where this methodology was used to estimate secondary impacts in the context of project impact analyses, regional studies, and policy analyses.36 While Kansas’s experts acknowledged that the 80-percent opportunity cost figure would benefit from additional empirical verification, they pointed to several other studies where opportunity costs of 80 percent or less were used—meaning that 20 percent or more of secondary impacts were considered net benefits. In the end, the Special Master overruled Colorado’s Daubert objection, noting, “There can be little doubt that evidence resulting from an input-output model analysis, and from IMPLAN in particular, meet the admissibility standards of Daubert and Kumho.”37

More important, the Special Master accepted the concept that secondary damages are compensable:

I find that the weight of evidence supports the Kansas claim for secondary economic damages. They may have to be recalculated, depending upon any revisions to the underlying [direct] damages, but the methodology used by the Kansas

34. Third Report, supra note 3, app. at 82 (Order Overruling Colorado’s Objection to the Admissibility of Expert Testimony Regarding Secondary Economic Damages).
35. Id. at 84.
37. Third Report, supra note 3, app. at 82 (Order Overruling Colorado’s Objection to the Admissibility of Expert Testimony Regarding Secondary Economic Damages).
experts should be employed in making any such final damage estimates. 38

The trial in front of the Special Master on the remedy for past compact violations was completed in January 2000. In 2001 the Supreme Court issued its opinion approving a damage quantification that accepted the Special Master's recommendation that secondary damages should be included. 39 Thus secondary damages were judged to be compensable in this case, and the methodology of I-O analysis, as implemented by IMPLAN, was held to be an acceptable way to estimate these damages.

During and following trial, the methodology for estimating direct damages and the procedures for computing interest on damages continued to evolve. Ultimately, Colorado paid a total of $34.6 million damages to Kansas, a sum that included about $2 million in secondary damages.

III. PRECEDENT OR SPECIAL CASE?

There is little precedent in past litigation for claims of secondary damages, or for the use of I-O methodology such as IMPLAN for damage estimation in such cases. We have found only two other cases that might be construed as precedents.

Secondary damages played a part in the similar Texas v. New Mexico litigation over the Pecos River Compact. Both Whittlesey and Hamilton, authors of this paper, were experts for New Mexico, the defendant in that case. 40 The issue was initially raised in the Pecos River case by Texas, the plaintiff in that case, to measure the secondary benefits that New Mexico had captured while using water that should have been delivered to Texas. 41 New Mexico used similar procedures to estimate the secondary damages to Texas. 42 Thus both sides in that case accepted the idea of secondary benefits and damages, both sides accepted the use of I-O methodology to estimate these impacts, and both sides accepted the 80-percent opportunity

38. Id. at 71.
40. The authors of this paper were either experts or counsel for Kansas, the plaintiff in Kansas v. Colorado, 543 U.S. 86, 91-92 (2004).
42. See Hamilton, supra note 1.
cost rule for converting impacts to net costs or benefits. The *Texas v. New Mexico* case was settled for $14 million during damage valuation hearings in front of a Special Master.43 Because there was a settlement in that case, rather than a ruling after trial, *Texas v. New Mexico* does not provide a formal precedent for other cases regarding secondary damages.

Another case that appears to have awarded some form of secondary damages involved pollution damage to fisheries on the James River and Chesapeake Bay. *Pruitt v. Allied Chemical*44 was brought by a group of fishermen and related businesses that claimed damages after Allied Chemical released the chemical Kepone into the James River. In that case the U.S. District Court awarded direct damages to the commercial fishermen; it awarded indirect (secondary) damages to the boat, marina, tackle, and bait shop owners; and it denied indirect damages to the plaintiff seafood wholesalers, retailers, processors, distributors, and restaurants that claimed to have lost profits because of the lost seafood supplies. *Pruitt*’s cause of action was in tort law, interstate compact enforcement cases, on the other hand, sound in contract law.45

Several factors explain the scarcity of precedent for the award of secondary economic damages in litigation:

(1) **Secondary damage claims apply most cleanly to cases where the plaintiff or defendant in a damage case is a state, or a regional or municipal entity.**

It is generally held that secondary impacts are small or absent given a national economic development (NED) accounting perspective. The U.S. Water Resources Council directed that secondary impacts not be included in NED analyses of federally funded water resources projects unless there is massive national level unemployment of labor and capital.46 The logic is that resources employed by a new water project are generally bid away from other productive employment elsewhere in the national economy.47 While the Water Resources Council guidelines were intended to apply prospectively to new federally funded water projects, in practice the guidelines are used much more broadly as guides for economic analysis,

---

47. *Id.* at 10255, 10257.
and provide a reasonable guide for the retrospective analysis of damage cases. This rationale generally precludes the United States from claiming national-level secondary damages.

The Water Resources guidelines do allow secondary impacts to be included in the regional economic development (RED) accounting for project analysis, although the regional opportunity cost of labor and other inputs must still be accounted for. This implies that damage claims where a participant is a state, a large municipality, or other sovereign entity (such as an Indian tribe) are realistic possibilities. The entity would have to be of sufficient size to encompass the web of sales and purchases that propagate secondary damages (e.g., a "functional economic area"), and sovereign enough to claim the damages. Such claims are infrequent given these prerequisites, hence the lack of precedent.

Individual claims of secondary damages would be more speculative and harder to quantify than regional damages. An individual would typically have to establish that the damage to the primary affected firm or sector was the "proximate cause" of his secondary damages, which would be difficult to show unless a strong contractual relationship linked the two. A vertically integrated industry might be an example where one segment of the industry was affected directly leaving other sectors to be affected indirectly. Generally any individual claim would be speculative because calculated secondary effects to a specific business firm are more uncertain, more case-specific, and more subject to change over time than the aggregate secondary effects on a region, which are quite stable over time. Such a claim would almost have to be based on the existence of a contractual or strong historical relationship between the primarily impacted firm and the secondarily impacted firm, and almost certainly could not be modeled with a methodology such as IMPLAN. However, a large vertically integrated firm might incur internalized secondary effects from shocks to any given level of its operations.

\textit{Pruitt v. Allied Chemical} apparently recognized these variations in proximity to the initial shock. Of the plaintiffs in that case, the fishermen

48. \textit{Id. at} 10254–55.
were awarded direct damages. The boat, marina, tackle, and bait-shop owners who supplied inputs to the fishermen (that is, the backward-linked economic sectors) were awarded indirect (secondary) damages. The seafood wholesalers, retailers, processors, distributors, and restaurants that handled the caught fish (the forward-linked economic sectors) received no indirect (secondary) damage compensation. While I-O methods were not used in Pruitt (the claims were based instead on historic business relationships among specific firms), the findings in that case are consistent with the then-current state of analytic methodology. As noted earlier, forward linkages are more difficult to model with confidence than backward linkages.51

It might be possible to pursue a case of damages to individuals as a class action, but the class of affected parties could be very large, the extent of damage to each would be difficult to establish, and the secondary damages to many parties would be small, making such an approach unlikely.52

(2) Actions brought by one state against another under the original jurisdiction of the U.S. Supreme Court must also satisfy the restrictions imposed by the 11th Amendment.

The 11th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides: “The judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by Citizens of another State.” This Amendment has been held to restrict states from suing other states for claims that are really aggregations of claims of its individual citizens.53 However, under a legal doctrine known as “parens patriae,” states are allowed to bring suit in their capacity as legal guardians for their citizens.54 Kansas v. Colorado presented the challenging


52. Cf. Amchen Prods., Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 615, 623 (1997) (noting two requirements to qualify for class certification under Fed. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3): “Common questions must predominate over any questions affecting only individual members; and class resolution must be superior to other available methods for the fair and efficient adjudication of the controversy”) (internal quotations omitted).


and "rarefied" issue of how *parens patriae* relates to the 11th Amendment. The damages proven by Kansas were mainly suffered by members of her citizenry, rather than by the state itself. Typically, damages collected in *parens patriae* suits are held by the state for the benefit of all her citizens, not just the few who are affected. In *Kansas v. Colorado* the Court held that the 11th Amendment was not a bar to recovery. The fact that Kansas relied on the losses of its water users was no impediment, nor was any significance attached to the fact that some of these water users were actually residents and citizens of Colorado. Kansas was not recovering any damages owed to its water users, but was recovering damages owed to itself. The losses of the water users were merely the measure of those damages; payment would go to the state—to use as it saw fit—not to the farmers and other affected individuals. The paucity of secondary damages precedent may be due in part to the few cases that can similarly satisfy the requirements of the 11th Amendment.

(3) The theoretical and methodological foundations for making a claim of secondary damages are quite recent.

The methodology of I-O analysis, which was originally applied to the United States as a whole, dates to the work of Wassily W. Leontief beginning in the 1930s and has only been applied to regions such as states (initiating the discipline of regional science) since the 1950s. However, until the mid-1980s the use of regional I-O methodology in applied studies faced a dilemma, with accurate but prohibitively expensive survey models...
on one hand, and non-survey models of dubious accuracy on the other.\textsuperscript{61} It has only been in the last decade, with advances in both computing power and non-survey I-O techniques, that readily available and generally accepted I-O modeling methods have been available for routine regional impact analysis.

While IMPLAN-generated models were used to estimate secondary damages in \textit{Kansas v. Colorado}, it is not the only choice, or necessarily always the best choice, for this kind of analysis. Other regional I-O modeling systems more or less comparable to IMPLAN might be used,\textsuperscript{62} or so might, for that matter, modeling frameworks that are not strictly regional I-O models per se, perhaps including the growing array of "computable general equilibrium" models.\textsuperscript{63}

The setting for the present paper is the calculation of damages in a dispute over interstate water use. However, the principles might just as easily apply to any exercise in applied benefit/cost analysis, such as alternative transportation projects, natural resource policies, or any other public (or private) issue where significant secondary effects are likely.

\textbf{IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS}

We have described the lawsuit of \textit{Kansas v. Colorado}, in which Kansas claimed and was awarded both direct and secondary damages caused by Colorado's under-delivery of Arkansas River water. There are few precedents where secondary damages have been awarded because such suits generally have to be filed by states or municipalities, must surmount the 11th Amendment, and must be able to quantify the impact in a way that only recent advances in economic modeling methods make possible. Now that estimates of secondary damages can be generated that meet the tests of methodological rigor and acceptable accuracy, we assert that secondary economic damages should be accepted, in appropriate cases, on a level with direct economic damages.


Lawyers and economists should seriously consider the implications of secondary damages in future litigation as states continue to sue each other over water rights issues. The concept of secondary damages may also apply more generally in some other natural resource damage cases, and perhaps even more widely. Meanwhile, it is important that economists continue to refine the theory and methods required to properly estimate these secondary damages.